Submitting a Challenge in the Data Qs System

When submitting a Challenge, you must try to select the correct category for the Challenge. Examples of those most commonly challenged categories are:

- Inspection – Incorrect Data (Violation) – you feel that a violation noted on an inspection report is incorrect or didn’t exist at the time of the inspection.
- Inspection – Duplicate – you feel that there are duplicate inspection reports in the system. NOTE: do not use this option if you are requesting an inspection report.
- Inspection – Assigned to Wrong Carrier – an inspection was erroneously assigned to your company. If you have information and/or documentation regarding the correct carrier, PLEASE complete the Correct Carrier and Correct DOT# fields.
After clicking on the Continue button on the previous page, you will be brought to this screen. Please complete as many fields as possible.

NOTE: The field Publication Information has a drop down screen. Please choose how/where you became aware of the incorrect data – was it an inspection report your driver turned in? Or, when you were reviewing your company’s information on A&I? This is very important for research/review purposes.
In the field “Explanation of Specific Data Challenged”, please include as much specific information which can be used in the investigation of this challenge. NOTE: If you have documentation to provide, you will be given specific instructions once you have pressed the SUBMIT button at the bottom of this screen.

In the Event Details area, give as much information as you have, including the NUMERICAL designation of the violation(s) being challenged. NOTE: If more than one violation is being challenged, please separate the numbers using a semi-colon (;) See the example above.

All of this information is important for tracking and training purposes.